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By Alec Cizak

All Due Respect, 2018. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print
on Demand *****.Elmore Johnson has only got two friends, the bottle of Jim Beam in his coat
pocket and a revolver named Lorraine. He worked for the Indianapolis Police Department until
they booted him for exposing dirty cops. Now he makes a meager living snapping seedy photos.
But when Elmore shoots pictures of the daughter of a wealthy CEO making cheap porn, the girl
ends up dead. As the bodies pile up, Elmore finds himself trapped in the heart of a bizarre
conspiracy until he discovers the horrifying truth about a place called Manifesto Destination. Alec
Cizak s Manifesto Destination will take you back to dystopian 1998 Indianapolis where everyone-
the cops, big business, and even the little guy-is dirty and only looking out for themselves. His
writing is boiled rock hard and keeps you turning one noir-infested page after another until you
find yourself as paranoid as Elmore Johnson. Praise for MANIFESTO DESTINATION: Alec Cizak finds
the naked truth on the printed page. An artist with no fear and thankfully no moral center. -David
Cranmer, editor of Beat To a Pulp The city of Indianapolis...
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ReviewsReviews

This pdf is fantastic. Sure, it can be engage in, nevertheless an interesting and amazing literature. Its been developed in an remarkably straightforward
way and is particularly merely after i finished reading through this publication where in fact transformed me, change the way in my opinion.
-- Mr. Lee Simonis PhD-- Mr. Lee Simonis PhD

A whole new eBook with a new standpoint. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. I discovered this publication from my i and
dad advised this publication to discover.
-- Meredith Hoppe-- Meredith Hoppe
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